
 
Story Preservation Initiative’s Learning Lab brings its audio recordings of those of high achievement in the arts, sciences, and humanities
together with related project-based lesson plans for use in K-12 classrooms.  Teachers use the recordings to bring students into
personal contact with the first-person stories of extraordinary people who talk about not only what they have accomplished but also
how and why. This direct contact seizes students’ imaginations and propels them into areas of substantive content.

We supplement the recordings with audiovisual materials, photos and graphics, original documents, hyperlinks to related sites, and
other resources that lead students deeper into subject areas. We guide teachers in structuring these explorations by supplying
open-ended prompts, helping teachers develop their own projects, as well as by making available detailed project-based lesson plans
created by experienced educators. Story engages the students; project-based experiences deepen the learning.
 

Three Ways to Integrate SPI’s Learning Lab into Classrooms

 

Teachers can easily integrate our primary source recordings into already developed units.  1. 
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This from a high school history teacher in Manchester:  

“History is best taught and learned by the telling of stories. By listening to the testimonials of people who lived through the
historical events and eras we study in class, students have felt a direct relationship to those events in a way that is otherwise
difficult to achieve. Whether it was Max Ebel's account of being detained and interned here in America as a German immigrant
during World War II, Victor Kumin's story of being a scientist on the Manhattan Project, or Doug Anderson's wrenching description
of the daily struggle to stay alive during the Vietnam War, these personal stories being told by the people who lived them is the
"hook" that history teachers are so often looking for. I am so pleased to be able to use these accounts in my American History
class.”
 
After engaging students with story, teachers can hyperlink to fully developed lesson plans created by SPI/LL teacher - colleagues
as well as trusted third-party sources such as The Smithsonian, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, US Holocaust Memorial
Museum, Center for Eco-literacy, PBS LearningMedia, Facing History and Ourselves, and others.
 

2. 

Using prompts supplied by SPI, we work closely with teachers to help them develop their own projects, many of which are
uploaded to the Learning Lab site for use by other teachers.   Many schools choose to bring the Learning Lab directly into the
classroom.  Others choose to make it part of their RTI / Intervention and Extension programs.  SPI Learning Lab lesson plans and
projects have clear alignment with standards and are designed for meaningful learning.

If interested in finding out more, contact us at: info@storypreservation.net

3. 

 

Two Current SPI Projects

THERE IS MORE TO COLOR THAN MEETS THE EYE

This project was designed for high school students and integrates art and
science.  

Students will learn about the science behind color from in-class projects
and listening to Story Preservation’s audio recording of Harvard-
Smithsonian Astrophysicist Jonathan McDowell.

Topics touched upon in the audio and through in-class projects include
spectroscopy, color vs. pigment, and understanding the meaning of color
in our world through the lens of science. 

The project then segues into art.

For this part of the project students will engage with Story Preservation's
audio recording of painter / colorist Wolf Kahn. Through in-class lessons,
students will learn about color temperature and use warm and cool colors
to create advancing and receding shapes, as well as learn various ways of
blending oil pastels to create visual effects.

Using Wolf's art and use of color as inspiration students will create an
original work of art.  The capstone to this project will be students creating
an exhibit of their art to share with other students, community members,
and parents.
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OBSERVING NATURE: BIRDS (Winter) and OBSERVING NATURE: TURTLES (Spring)

These projects are designed for use district-wide
in elementary, middle, and high school classrooms. 
Both integrate art, science, and English literacy.

Overview:  All objects in the natural world have a
‘story.’ It can be about how they survive the season,
how they choose their mates and protect their
young, or about their life cycle. Observing Nature is
designed to inspire students to investigate and
document those stories through observation,
research, writing, art, and scientific inquiry.

Ultimately, students are tasked with sharing what
they learned by creating a nature journal, writing
and illustrating a book*, or a authoring a scientific
article. Older students will peer mentor those in the
lower grades.  Original SPI primary source audio
recordings of naturalists and environmentalists serve
as the engagement piece. In addition, we will be
working with local naturalists for outdoor, hands-on
study in which students will practice nature
awareness, track animals, learn bird language,
identify plants, build snow shelters, and maybe even
make a winter campfire!

 

*An unfinished children’s book by naturalist, writer, artist, National Book Award Finalist, and MacArthur Fellow David Carroll has been made available
and uploaded to the Story Preservation Initiative Learning Lab for this project.  High school students will be charged with finishing David’s book, both
writing and illustrating.
 

Assessing the Efficacy of the SPI/LL

Story Preservation is working with an educational
consulting firm to design an evaluation system for
use in those schools that are integrating the Story
Preservation Initiative Learning Lab (SPI/LL) into
their classrooms.  
 
These tools will allow us to both quantitatively and
qualitatively assess the efficacy of SPI/LL materials
as they relate to teacher satisfaction and student
learning in the areas of:
 

Subject mastery
English and digital literacy
Critical and creative thinking
Problem solving
The affect of collaboration
Levels of student engagement and empathy
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Story Preservation / New England College – A Shared Commitment to Innovative Teacher Training

Through SPI’s affiliation with New England College (NEC) we are now able to offer
one graduate credit to teachers integrating the SPI/LL into their classroom.  To
find our more, contact us at info@storypreservation.net / Subject Header
“Practicum.”
 

 

The SPI/LL Practicum I offers teachers the opportunity to work directly with SPI staff to develop a unit of study that integrates
personal narrative into their classroom.
The SPI/LL Practicum II is designed for teachers with Learning Lab projects currently underway. In this course teachers will
integrate SPI audio and lesson plans / projects developed in Practicum I and assess student learning.

In addition, the following online courses will be available for three graduate credits through NEC beginning in 2017.   Those interested
should contact SPI at info@storypreservation.net / Subject Header “NEC Courses / Storytelling”.
 

Bringing History to Life through Story Preservation Initiative
Story Preservation Initiative Learning Lab: A Springboard to Project-based Learning
Digital Storytelling: A Powerful Teaching and Learning Tool for 21st C Classrooms
Fundamentals of Storytelling for Educators
The Interactive Art of Storytelling Across the Curriculum
 

2017 Recordings

With funding provided by the Getz Charitable Trust, Citizens Bank, N.A. Trustee, SPI will be adding
recordings produced specifically for younger elementary grades.   

We’ll also be adding the stories of recent immigrants to our collection as a way to foster empathy and compassion in the classroom.  
Introducing materials that foster empathy is “… a key step in understanding perspectives that differ from your own. This isn't just a nice
thing to do; it's an essential, active skill. It's foundational to embracing differences, building relationships, gaining a global perspective,
conducting richer and deeper analysis, and communicating more effectively.”  (Edutopia, August 7, 2014)
 

Thank You

We wish to thank all of those who have so kindly supported the work of Story Preservation.  It is because of you that we have made the
strides described above and are impacting an ever-increasing number of young people.  2017 promises to be a year of growth during
which we will build upon our success and continue to do that which we do best ~ engage and inspire a new generation of learners to
become well-grounded, creative, and deeper-thinking citizens.  SPI changes lives story by story.
 

Ways of Giving

For those wishing to make a year-end contribution, our thanks in advance.  We are a 501(c)(3) public charity so your contribution is tax
deductible as allowed by law. We place the highest priority on protecting the privacy of our donors.
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